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Anonymous Referee #1 

 
We thank the referee for a very thorough review of our manuscript.  

 

The referee’s comments on various topics were very valuable and we believe that addressing 

these issues considerably improves the manuscript.   

 

--reviewer’s comments (in italic typeset, blue font).  

--a point-by-point response (in regular typeset, black font) 

 

 

RC#1  There are a large number of abbreviations in this manuscript. I would recommend to 

include a list of abbreviations at the end of the text. 

RESPONSE #1: We have inserted a list of abbreviations at the end of the manuscript.   

 

RC#2  Page 3, line 12: In the text, the authors use the unit “L m-1” as the abbreviation of liter 

per minute. Since “m” is also used as the abbreviation for meter in many places in this 

manuscript, I would recommend to change the unit of flow rate to “L min-1”. 

RESPONSE #2: We have changed the units to “L min-1” in the manuscript. 

 

RC#3  Page 7, line 9: The authors claim that RHOu and RHOs are assumed to be known, but 

they only provide the assumed value of RHOu based on a previously published study. What is the 

assumed value of RHOs used in this study? 

RESPONSE #3: These values are added in a table in the Supplemental Data.     

 

RC#4  Equation (2): Unit of the numerator (3.3_10-5), which seems cm K, should be added in 

the equation, because if the diameters are in nm in Equation (1), then the numerator would be 

(3.3_102) nm K. 

RESPONSE #4: We have made this correction.   

.   

RC#5  Page 8, line 7: The authors indicate that osmotic coefficients can be related to 

the square root of the molality by a 6th order polynomial function with considerable accuracy. 

How accurate, 1%? I would recommend to present the formula and give an example to 

demonstrate its accuracy. 

RESPONSE #5: This has been added in the Supplemental Information. Both a table and 

formulas are presented.  

 

 

RC#6  Page 8, lines 8: Also for the osmotic coefficients, the authors mention that “it is diameter 

dependent and must be taken into account,” but didn’t clarify how to take the diameter-

dependence into account. 

RESPONSE #6: This is dealt with in Eq. (8) and in the Supplemental Information at the end.     

 



RC#7  Page 9, Table 1 and Figures 7-11: The diameter of dry particles is defined as “Xd” 

in the text, but in those table and figures, it is presented as “Xd”. Please be consistent. 

RESPONSE #7: That table has been deleted.   

 

RC#8  Page 15, lines 26: The authors claim that “The sulfur in the fuel is oxidized to SO2, which 

then undergoes rapid oxidation to SO3 and subsequently to sulfuric acid: : :” I agree with the 

authors that all the fuel sulfur is oxidized to SO2, but disagree that oxidization from SO2 to SO3 

is rapid. In fact, it is very inefficient (_1-5%), as the two cited references indicated. 

RESPONSE #8: We have deleted the word “rapid”.   

 

RC#9  Page 16, line 8: Reference, Gysel et al. (2007), is not presented in the reference section. 

Please verify. 

RESPONSE #9: We have inserted this citation in the list of references.   

 

RC#10  Page 16, line 14: For fuel sulfur content (FSC), the authors use the unit of _g of sulfur 

per g of fuel, but in Table 2, the authors also sue the unit of ppm. Please be consistent. 

RESPONSE #10: We have corrected this, and use ppm throughout to be consistent.   

 

RC#11  Page 16, line 14: I don’t understand the meaning of “old and modern cruise 

conditions”. 

RESPONSE #11: The text in the manuscript has been updated to refer to combustor inlet 

temperature conditions. The references to old and modern cruise conditions have been removed. 

 

RC#12  Could the authors provide an estimate of experimental uncertainties of the determined  

GF and SMF results in Section 5? 

RESPONSE #12: We have removed the hygroscopic property SMF and replaced it with Kappa 

based on the recommendation of another reviewer. The experimental uncertainties in GF and 

Kappa are now provided in Section 5. We have included the following sentences in the revised 

manuscript: “The uncertainty in GF was 9% particles with diameter ~10 nm, and 3% for the 

larger diameters (26 nm).  The uncertainty in κ was 7% and 2% for particles with diameter ~ 10 

nm and ~26 nm, respectively.” 

 

RC#13  Page 21, line 5: the referenced journal should be “Atmos. Environ.”. 

RESPONSE #13: We have corrected this in the manuscript.  
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Anonymous Referee #2 

 
We thank the referee for a very thorough review of our manuscript.  

 



The referee’s comments on various topics were very valuable and we believe that addressing 

these issues considerably improves the manuscript.  

 

--reviewer’s comments (in italic typeset, blue font).  

--a point-by-point response (in regular typeset, black font) 

 

 

The paper consists of two main parts: 1) quality control of a hygroscopicity tandem differential 

mobility analyser  (H-TDMA) and 2) experimental data on an aircraft engine. The H-TDMA is 

designed for fast response and stable humidity conditions. The quality control is done with care 

and shows a well functioning system. The experimental data gives important information. There 

are, however, some things that are unclear and I recommend publication after major revision. 

 

General comments and questions: 

 

RC#1   The authors define the hygroscopicity parameter soluble mass fraction (SMF). This value 

depends on the knowledge or assumptions of the chemical character of the soluble material. In 

the literature, several parameters have been used for hygroscopicity. Kappa defined by Petters 

and Kreidenweis (2007 and the discussion in ACPD) being the one mostly used today. But before 

that ε representing the soluble fraction under assumptions of the chemical composition was used.  

ε was abandoned, due to risks of misunderstanding. Why are you choosing to use a new 

parameter, similar to the one earlier abandoned? 

RESPONSE #1: That entire section has been deleted.   

 

 

RC#2   I have some comments on section 3 and the equations. a) Shouldn’t it be (Xw
3-Xd

3) in eq. 

1? It comes from the expression of the amount of water, I think. As far as I can see this has 

consequence for eq.8 and 9. 

RESPONSE #2A:  No, it is correct as it stands.  Please refer to Eq. (6-33), p146, Pruppacher and 

Klett, (1978). 

 

 

Eq. 1 is only valid for SR close to 1 ( see e.g. Prupacher and Klett, page 173 in the 1997 

edition). Have you analysed the errors made at the SR values relevant here (0.85-0.99 according 

to line 27 on page 4) 

RESPONSE #2B: We have analyzed the error brought about by this and have discussed this in 

the paper.   

 

Even though the equations 2 and 3 are often expressed as they are here, I think it is unfortunate 

to give constants that actually have a unit, without expressing the unit. E.g. the constant in eq. 3 

(4.3) includes the values of ρw and Mw as well as π. The value is 4.3 only if ρw is given in kg/litre 

and Mw in g/mole, and these are not the units in the SI system. 

This has been corrected in the manuscript now.   

  

The constant 1000 in eq. 7 comes from not using SI units for Ms. Also, the result of this is that eq 

9 is given in terms of π in some parts and with “combined” constants in other parts. As far as I 



can see, it would have been possible to simplify it, if the full expression of eq. 3 would have been 

used. 

RESPONSE #2: This has been corrected in the manuscript.   

 

 

RC#3   A more general comment to the calculations and the equations. Soot particles are in 

general agglomerates of many primary particles and their volume equivalent diameters are in 

general smaller than the mobility diameters. The particles can thus gain some secondary aerosol 

mass and water without increasing their mobility diameter. GF determined by H-TDMA systems 

can thus be below 1. I recommend that you take this into account or at least discuss it as a 

source of error. 

RESPONSE #3: Gysel et al., (2007) stated that 15% of any given combustion particle is not soot.  

Thus we reduced the diameter Xd to 1/1.15=0.87 of what the DMA1 provided.    

 

 

RC#4   Small changes in GF for values close to one can have large influence on the cloud 

forming ability of the particles. Can you specify for example the lowest GF that is significantly 

larger than 1? Or the uncertainty in small GFs in general? 

RESPONSE #4: We have included the following sentences in the revised manuscript: “The 

uncertainty in GF was 9% particles with diameter ~10 nm, and 3% for the larger diameters (26 

nm).  The uncertainty in κ was 7% and 2% for particles with diameter ~ 10 nm and ~26 nm, 

respectively.” 

  

 

RC#5  P.8 l.31-32: It says: “ the SR-calc for the largest two or three particle diameters was 

computed and an average was obtained”. Does this mean that the theoretical curves in figure 2 

are fitted to the largest sizes? 

RESPONSE #5: That is correct.    

 

 

RC#6  P.11 Fig.3 Are you sure that this is an effect of slow growth, and not of artefacts due to 

mismatch between DMA voltage and CPC counting? Have you tested with really slow voltage 

scans? Or scanning both up and down? 

RESPONSE #6: Great care was taken to determine the lag time between when a voltage was 

imposed on the central rod of DMA2 and when particles selected by that voltage arrived at the 

CPC.  Such a calibration took several days and we are confident of our result.     

 

 

RC#7   Are there any ways to control the SR or do you have to work with the SR you get? Why 

are you working with such a high SR? I think it would be good to motivate this in the paper. 

RESPONSE #7: The MST H-TDMA was purposely designed to take samples that do not last 

long and to operate in environments where the ambient conditions (say temperature) may change 

significantly and abruptly.  It makes no sense to try to do a humidigram on a sample that is only 

present for perhaps 60 sec.  Thus we opted to design an instrument that used only one SR, but 

held that SR very constant.   

 



Other values of SR might be obtained by mixing air from the HUM and very dry air for both the 

polydisperse and the sheath air, but that would require more controls than we wanted to do.  That 

might be an interesting path to pursue later on.  It would allow longer operating times before the 

wetting tubes dried out.   

 

Thus, if one can only have one SR condition, we deemed it best to use the condition that was 

most easily obtained and was the most stable.    

 

 

RC#8   You have chosen to work with an aerosol to flow ratio of 3/15. A lower aerosol flow 

would increase the resolution and decrease the problem caused by a varying dN/dlogDp. Could 

you discuss this in more detail? 

RESPONSE #8: A lower Qp and higher Qs2 would, indeed, provide higher resolution.  

However, a lower Qp would also decrease the concentration seen by the CPC.  A higher Qs2 

would also increase the resolution, but again it would decrease the concentration seen by the 

CPC.  Generally speaking, the higher the resolution, the lower is the concentration seen by the 

CPC.  As mentioned in the text, the concentrations were already somewhat low sometimes, so 

we did not want to exacerbate that situation.  Also, the wetting tubes dry out sooner for higher 

Qs2 flow rates.  We felt that we had an optimal outcome here.    

 

 

Details: 

 

RC#9  P.1 l. 31 Spell out all abbreviations, e.g. UHC. 

RESPONSE #9:  This has been done and a list of abbreviations have been provided at the end.   

 

RC#10 P.3 l. 8-9 Have you tested if the charger is strong enough to neutralize the aerosol? 
RESPONSE #10: The bipolar charger is capable of housing 1 to 4 units of Po-210.  Each unit has 

a strength of 500 μCi.  That is 500 to 2,000 μCi.  Po-210 is an Alpha emitter, which makes it 

considerably better at charging aerosols than a Beta emitter (Kr-85).  This is because the specific 

ionization (number of ions created per centimeter of travel) of Alpha particles is much greater 

than that of Beta particles.  Since the concentration of the aircraft engine particles was rather low 

by the time the plume reached the 143m sampling location, we are confident that the bipolar 

charger was strong enough.   

 

 

 

RC#11 P.3 l.28-29   Have you made sure that the whole cooling volume is cooled equally 

effective and that there are no “pockets” of water that is not circulated? 

RESPONSE #11: The volume of the water bath surrounding DMA2 was approximately 12 L.  

The flow rate through the bath was approximately 5 L/min.  Thus there was a complete water 

exchange every two minutes, a fairly short time.  Furthermore, we point out that the SR was 

determined by a self-calibration using challenge aerosols of pure chemicals.  So even if there 

were non circulated water pocket, the effective SR was determined.   

  

 



RC#12 P.3 l.9 Are the 104 increments equally separated on a linear or a logarithmic scale or 

separated in another way? 

RESPONSE #12: The logarithm of the voltage vs. time is linear.     

 

 

RC#13 P.4 l.21  Performing HV2 sweeps on 12 different particle sizes in 9 minutes is very 

impressive! 

RESPONSE #13: The MST H-TDMA was designed to study samples that were available for a 

short period of time (such as the plume from an aircraft landing or taking off) and/or a sample 

from a source that is very expensive to operate.  Thus we tried to maximize the amount of data.  

Thank you for the compliment.   

 

 
RC#14 P.4 l.27 The range in SR given is wide. Why is that? 

RESPONSE #14: When this instrument was first deployed in the field, it was not as well 

insulated as it is now.  Thus the SR-calc from using challenge aerosols of pure chemicals was 

somewhat lower, say 0.85 to 0.91.  Now that it is better insulated the SR-calc values are typically 

0.97. 

 

 

RC#15 P.6 Fig.1 Make sure that all symbols are defined. For example P1 and P2. 

RESPONSE #15: P1 and P2 are now defined within the schematic. 

 

 
RC#16 P.6 l.11 There is an extra “nm” in the beginning of the raw. 

RESPONSE #16: This has been corrected.   

 

 

RC#17 P.9 l. 13 Was the diameter 13,49 nm confirmed experimentally? 

RESPONSE #17: No, it was not.  But since the original diameter is computed using trustworthy 

equipment and we corrected that with theory, the 13.49 nm should be trustworthy.    

 

 
RC#18 P.9 Fig.2 Consider the precision in the SR values. Also, please describe if the SR values 

are SR‐calc or determined from the dew point sensor. 

RESPONSE #18: The Reviewer must be referring to Fig 4.  This is the plot of SR-calc vs 

Elapsed Time over a 240 min span.  The ordinate is SR-calc.  The uncertainly in SR-calc was 

stated in the figure caption as 0.008.     

 

 

RC#19 P.13 Fig.5 There seem to be a drop in SR over the period presented. Could you 

quantify this drop and expand the SR scale to make it more sensitive. 

RESPONSE #19: This drop seems to be about 6 parts in 986, or approximately 0.6 parts in 100, 

or approximately 0.5% in a four hour period.   

 

 



RC#20 P.15 l.2 Why do you only present data from the 143 m location? 

RESPONSE #20: The H-TDMA system was in a small trailer located 143 m downstream of the 

engine exit.  This distance was deemed necessary to allow time for the hybrid particles to form 

from the insoluble cores and vapors of soluble species, such as H2SO4.  Data from the other 

locations has been previously published in the literature (Moore et al., 2015). Only data acquired 

at the 143 m location are presented and discussed here to investigate the hygroscopic properties 

of the evolving plume.   

 

 
RC#21 P.15 l.8-11   Did you see any bimodal GF distributions? I am especially thinking of the 

cases when the contribution from the engine was relatively small. Would it be possible to 

distinguish the engine particles from the ambient ones by there growth factors? 

RESPONSE #21: We do not observe any bimodal GF distributions.   

 

 

RC#22 P.15 l.7 I guess you mean that the GF is close to 1 and not to 0? And in my opinion the 

GFs are not close to 1, they rather seem to be 1.2. What could be the reason for this? It makes a 

large difference for their cloud forming ability. 

RESPONSE #22: It should be noted that the growth factors never go to zero, even for the FT 

fuel, but rather to about 1.15.  This may well be the result of the fact that the insoluble core is 

porous.  Thus even if there is not a spherical shell of H2SO4 around it, there is probably H2SO4 in 

the pores.   

 

 

RC#23 P.16 l.11 Did you apply the factor 0.869 for all data, independent of the soluble fraction, 

that is also for particles that probably has no or very little sulphuric acid? 

RESPONSE #23:  Yes, we did.  That may well be the reason that even the FT fuel showed a GF 

of 1.15 or so.  Also, see the response to RC#22.  

 

 

RC#24 Fig. 7-11 Specify that the SMF assumes that the soluble material is sulphuric acid (if this 

is the case). Also for the low sulphur fuels. 

RESPONSE #24: All references to SMF have been removed from the manuscript and replaced 

with Kappa based on the reviewer comment.    

 

 

RC#25 The figures in general: Please provide error bars. The quality control should be able to 

result in error bars. 

RESPONSE #25: Adding error bars to the plots would make them cluttered. We have instead 

included the uncertainty in the GF and Kappa values in the text.  

 

 

Reference: 

 



Petters, M. D. and Kreidenweis, S. M.: A single parameter representation of hygroscopic growth 

and cloud condensation nucleus activity, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 7, 1961-1971, 

https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-7-1961-2007, 2007. 

 

 

Response to Reviews, Rev#3 
Manuscript acp-2018-507 

 

Referee #3 (Dr Robert Howard) 
 

The authors describe well their analyzer system and pertinent application results. The aerosol 

hydroscopic property measurements are relevant, especially with the inclusion and 

comparison for alternative fuels. I highly recommend the paper for publication. I offer the 

following suggested edits and comments: 

 

We thank the referee for a very thorough review of our manuscript.  

 

--reviewer’s comments (in italic typeset, blue font).  

--a point-by-point response (in regular typeset, black font) 

 

 

RC#1  Page 1, Line 20 Replace “fuels” w “types of fuel” 

RESPONSE #1: We have made that replacement.     

 

RC#2  Page 1, Line 23 “decreased” is spelled incorrectly 

RESPONSE #2: We have made that correction.     

 

RC#3  Page 2, Line 3 Change “on” to “onto” 

RESPONSE #3: We have made that correction. 

 

RC#4  Page 2, Line 16 Place a comma after “plume” 

RESPONSE #4: We have made that correction. 

 

RC#5  Page 2, Line 31 Change “45s” to “45 s” or better, change to “45 seconds”  

RESPONSE #5: We have made the correction to 45 seconds. 

 

    

RC#6  Page 3, Line 7 "an ice bath to dry the sample" ... is not fully unclear. Please elaborate. 

RESPONSE #6: We have made that clarification. 

 

RC#7  Page 3, Line 14: Change "poly-dispersed aerosol was classified" to “poly-dispersed 

aerosol was classified by size”  

RESPONSE #7: We have made that change. 

 



RC#8  Page 3, Line 16  Throughout the paper, the tense switches from "was" to "is". I am not 

sure the change is always correct. Maybe an expert in grammar should review and make 

suggestions. 

RESPONSE #8: We have made these corrections.   

 

RC#9  Page 3, Line 17-18  The word "now" is not necessary and should not be used in this 

manner in a formal paper. 

RESPONSE #9: We have made these corrections.   

RC#10  Page 3, Line 20 Suggest that "Valves V2 and V3 can direct ..." be changed to "Valves V2 

and V3 are used to ..." 

RESPONSE #10: We have made these corrections.   

 

RC#11  Page 3, Line 21 Suggest that "Valves V4 and V5 achieve…" be changed to "Valves V4 

and V5 are used to achieve..." 

RESPONSE #11: We have made these corrections.   

 

RC#12  Page 3, Line 25-28 I consulted with colleagues and we are not familiar with the use of 

the term "thermostat" being used as a verb. Suggest not using the term "thermostated" in a 

formal paper. 

RESPONSE #12: We have made appropriate changes.     

 

RC#13  Page 4, Line 5 Add comma after "frequency" 

RESPONSE #13: We have made that correction.     

 

RC#14  Page 4, Line 6 Change "it(1)" to "it (1)" 

RESPONSE #14: We have made that change.       

 

RC#15  Page 4, Line 31 Add comma after "Thus" 

RESPONSE #15: We have made that change. 

 

RC#16  Page 5, Line 1 The word "very" should not be used in a formal paper. 

RESPONSE #16: We have made that change. 

 

RC#17  Page 6, Line 2 Suggest using a simpler Fig. 1 title with this long explanation in the body 

text. 

RESPONSE #17: We have made that change. 

 

RC#18  Page 6, Line 6 "discuss" should be "discusses"   

RESPONSE #18: We have made that change. 

 

RC#19  Page 6, Line 9 Change "deliver a given diameter Xd particle" to "deliver sample with a 

given diameter Xd particles"   

RESPONSE #19: We have made that change. 

 

RC#20  Page 6, Line 10 "initiates voltage sweep" should be "initiates a voltage sweep" 

RESPONSE #20: We have made that change. 



 

RC#21  Page 7, Line 11-12 Change "... this calibration is then later utilized ..." to " ... this 

calibration is utilized" 

RESPONSE #21: We have made that change. 

 

RC#22  Page 7, Line 7 Change "when it is exposed ..." to "... when exposed ..." 

RESPONSE #22: We have made that change. 

 

RC#23  Page 15, Line 4 Change "will be" to "are" 

RESPONSE #23: We have made that change. 

 

RC#24  Page 15, Line 22Change "20nm" to "20 nm" 

RESPONSE #24: We have made that change. 

 

 

RC#25  Page 15, Line 28 Change "an existing soot particle to form a hybrid particle that 

subsequently has a significant water soluble component" to "existing soot particles to form 

hybrid particles that subsequently have significant water soluble components" 

RESPONSE #25: We have made that change. 

 

RC#26  Page 16, Line 15 Change "This data is" to "These data are" [Throughout my career, my 

technical editing staff have required “data” to be treated as plural, regardless of the use. 

RESPONSE #26: We have made that change. 

 

RC#27  Page 18, Line 13 Change "plots the GF" to "plots, the GF" or, better, combine with the 

previous sentence using "where" 

RESPONSE #27: We have made appropriate changes. 

 

RC#28  Page 18, Line 14 Add comma, change "(FT plus THT) the GF is" to "(FT plus THT), the 

GF is" 

RESPONSE #28: We have made appropriate changes. 

 

RC#29  Page 20, Line 1Add colon, change "These findings are (1)” to " These findings are: (1)" 

RESPONSE #29: We have made appropriate changes. 
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Abstract. In the last several decades, significant efforts have been directed toward better 

understanding the gaseous and Particulate Matter (PM) emissions from aircraft gas turbine 

engines. However, limited information is available on the hygroscopic properties of aircraft 

engine PM emissions which play an important role in the water absorption, airborne lifetime, 

obscuring effect, and detrimental health effects of these particles. This paper reports the 

description and detailed lab-based performance evaluation of a robust Hygroscopicity-Tandem 

Differential Mobility Analyzer (H-TDMA), in terms of hygroscopic properties such as growth 

factor (GF) and the hygroscopicity  parameter (κ). The H-TDMA system was subsequently 

deployed during the Alternative Aviation Fuel EXperiment (AAFEX) II field campaign to 

measure the hygroscopic properties of aircraft engine PM emissions in the exhaust plumes from 

a CFM56-2C1 engine burning several types of fuels. The fuels used were conventional JP-8, 

tallow-based hydro-processed esters and fatty acids (HEFA), Fischer-Tropsch, a blend of HEFA 

and JP-8, and Fischer-Tropsch doped with Tetrahydrothiophene (an organosulfur compound).  It 

was observed that GF and κ increased with fuel sulfur content and engine thrust condition, and 

decreased with increasing dry particle diameter. The highest GF and κ values were found in the 

smallest particles, typically those with diameters of 10 nm.  

 

1 Introduction 

The increase in aviation related activities has led to concern about the emissions from aircraft 

operations and their impact on local air quality (Unal et al., 2005; Woody et al., 2011), global 

climate (Lee et al., 2009; Brasseur et al., 2016), and public health (Levy et al., 2012; Brunelle-

Yeung et al., 2014). The primary products of conventional jet fuel combustion in an aircraft 

engine are NOx, UHC, CO, SOx, CO2, H2O, and soot aerosol or soot particulate matter (PM). As 

the aircraft engine exhaust plume expands, mixes with ambient air, and cools, volatile species 

present in the gas phase at the engine exit plane undergo gas-to-particle conversion, and begin to 

condense onto existing soot particles and form new particles (Onasch et al., 2009; Lobo et al., 

2012; Timko et al., 2013). The black carbon component of the PM is referred to as non-volatile 

particulate matter (nvPM), while the volatile component consists of sulfates, nitrates, and organic 

compounds (Onasch et al., 2009). The composition of the volatile PM in the expanding aircraft 

engine exhaust plume varies greatly, and depends on a number of factors such as fuel 

composition, ambient meteorological conditions, and plume age (Lobo et al., 2007; Lobo et al., 

2012; Timko et al., 2013; Lobo et al., 2015a).  

The commercial aviation sector has been focussed on developing and implementing sustainable 

alternative jet fuels for use by airlines to diversify fuel supplies and mitigate the impacts of 

aircraft engine emissions. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and other 



fuels specification bodies have established a standard specification for the manufacture of 

aviation turbine fuel consisting of conventional and synthetic blending components under ASTM 

D7566 (ASTM, 2016). The pure alternative fuels have low to negligible amounts of aromatic, 

naphthalenes, and sulfur content when compared to conventional jet fuel. Studies have shown 

that nvPM and sulfur oxide emissions are dramatically reduced during alternative fuel 

combustion in aircraft engines (Timko et al., 2010; Lobo et al., 2011; Beyersdorf et al., 2014; 

Moore et al., 2015; Lobo et al., 2015b; Lobo et al., 2016). The nvPM at the engine exit plane is 

hydrophobic, but as the nvPM evolves in the expanding plume, its aging results in enhanced 

hydrophilicity (Weingartner et. al., 1997; Zhang et. al., 2008). 

   Investigation of atmospheric pollution, and in particular atmospheric visibility, has shown that 

aerosol optical properties are affected by size, composition, and hygroscopic growth of particles 

(Tang et al., 1981; Horvath, 1995; Kim et al., 2006; Meier et al., 2009). In urban environments, 

emissions from vehicles including soot, sulfates, and nitrates have been found to be the main 

contributors to visibility degradation (Ferron et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2006). 

Hygroscopicity-Tandem Differential Mobility Analysis (H-TDMA) systems have been widely 

used to measure the hygroscopic growth properties of PM in the sub-saturated regime in different 

environments (Massling et al., 2007; Swietlicki et al., 2008; Park et al., 2009b; Wu et al., 2013). 

H-TDMA measurements of PM emissions from jet engine combustors (Gysel et al., 2003; 

Popovicheva et al., 2008) have also been performed. However, the application of an H-TDMA 

system to measure the hygroscopic properties of PM emissions measured in evolving aircraft 

engine exhaust plumes from the combustion of different fuels has not been previously 

performed.  

   For field measurements, where ambient temperature and humidity cannot be controlled, the H-

TDMA system must be fairly rugged, stable, and versatile. The Missouri University of Science 

and Technology (MST) has developed a H-TDMA system to quantify the hygroscopic properties 

of PM emitted from aircraft engines. The H-TDMA system was automated to operate such that it 

could determine the hygroscopic properties for an aerosol in approximately 45 seconds. This is 

critical when conducting aircraft engine emission tests which can be quite expensive, and where 

the expanding exhaust plumes are subject to perturbations in wind speed and wind direction. 

This paper reports the results of lab-based experiments to evaluate the performance of the MST 

H-TDMA system, and in-field measurements of PM emissions in exhaust plumes from the 

combustion of conventional and alternative fuels in a CFM56-2C1 engine during the Alternative 

Aviation Fuels EXperiment (AAFEX) II field campaign.  

 

2 Experimental Method 

The MST H-TDMA system consists of two differential mobility analyzers (DMAs), a humidifier 

(HUM), and a condensation particle counter (CPC), similar to other systems (McMurry et al., 

1989).   Fig 1 presents the schematic of the MST H-TDMA system. The polydisperse aerosol 

was first pre-conditioned by passing it through an ice bath (IB-0) to remove excess water vapor 

as much as reasonably possible and return it to room temperature with a saturation ratio of ~ 

0.15. The aerosol was then brought to charge equilibrium by passing it through a bipolar charger 

(BC), which can contain 500 to 2,000 μCi of Polonium-210 prior to entering the first DMA 

(DMA1). The DMAs used in the H-TDMA system were custom designed and have been used in 

previous studies to classify aerosols based on electrical mobility (Schmid, 2000). The DMAs 

were of cylindrical geometry and had the following dimensions: effective inner length of 72.77 



cm, and a sample flow annulus with an inner diameter of 5.07 cm and an outer diameter of 8.88 

cm. The polydisperse aerosol flow rate (Qp) was set to 3 L min-1 and the sheath flow rate (Qs) 

was adjusted to 15 L min-1 using mass flow meters (Aalborg Instruments GFM 371) which were 

calibrated periodically. In DMA1, the polydispersed aerosol was classified by size, and 

monodisperse particles with a “dry” size (Xd) were selected.  The excess flow in the DMA was 

recirculated as Qs1, after passing through a second ice bath (IB-1) and a HEPA filter to further 

ensure that the sample remained dry and had not prematurely deliquesced to a solution droplet.  

DMA1 was set at a fixed voltage permitting the selection of a monodisperse aerosol. The 

monodisperse sample flow (Qm1) out of DMA1 entered the humidifier (HUM) section of the H-

TDMA system, where it is referred to as the polydisperse flow, Qp2. The HUM brought the 

aerosol sample to a controlled, precisely known saturation ratio (SR), typically 0.91   0.99, which 

caused the particles to deliquesce to a new equilibrium “wet” diameter (Xw).  Valves V2 and V3 

were used to direct the aerosol flow Qp2 to either pass through HUM (wet mode) or to bypass it 

(dry mode). Valves V4 and V5 were used to achieve the same function for the sheath air flow 

(Qs2). The third ice bath (IB-2) in the Qs2 loop removed the water vapor from Qs2 and minimized 

any unwanted vapors co-emitted from the combustion process.  The second DMA (DMA2) in 

conjunction with a CPC (TSI 3022) measured Xw. The MST H-TDMA system was designed to 

provide only one SR condition, and to hold that value regardless of variations in ambient 

temperature and humidity or sampling duration. The water bath that encased HUM/DMA2 was 

maintained at a fixed temperature by a refrigerated water re-circulator that controlled the water 

temperature around the HUM/DMA2 to 16. ± 0.1 °C.  This water passed alongside the Qp2 and 

Qs2 lines (not shown in figure). Thus the dew point achieved in HUM was well below room 

temperature. The water flow rate through the water bath surrounding HUM/DMA2 was 

approximately 5 L min-1. 

   The SR values in flows Qp2 and Qs2 were brought to near unity at 16 °C by passing the aerosol 

through stainless steel tubes lined with wet cloth.  The flow Qp2 passed through 4 such tubes (11 

mm ID x 762 mm L), thus having a total length of 3048 mm and a residence time of 5.8 s.  The 

flow Qs2 passed through 8 similar tubes, thus having a total length of 6096 mm and a residence 

time of 2.3 s.  Theoretical studies have shown that the lengths of wet walled tubing should be 

sufficient to bring the Qp2 and Qs2 to very near SR=1 (Fitzgerald et al., 1980).  Just before 

entering DMA2, the SR of Qs2 was measured by a dew point hygrometer (DPH) (Vaisala 

HMP247). The flow Qd in parallel with the CPC, reduced the lag time (LT2) between when a 

voltage was imposed on DMA2 and when particles selected by that voltage reached the CPC.   

   During routine operation, to maximize the data acquisition frequency, the H-TDMA system 

was computer controlled by a LabVIEW program (LV).  When the program was initiated, it (1) 

set the desired voltage (HV1) in DMA1 causing it to deliver dry particles of diameter Xd, (2) 

waited long enough for this monodisperse aerosol to travel from the outlet of DMA1 through the 

HUM and into DMA2, (3) set the high voltage in DMA2 (HV2) to some fraction of that in 

DMA1 (typically 0.1 x HV1), and (4) caused HV2 to step through 104 increments such that the 

final value was a multiple of HV1 (typically 10 x HV1).  During  the stepwise voltage increase 

of HV2 (the logarithm of the voltage was linear with time.), LV recorded (at 1 Hz) values of 

HV1, HV2, Qs1, Qs2, Qd, P1, P2, SR, CPC concentration and elapsed time (dt).  The operator 

provided the general region (in time) where the peak in CPC readings occurred as input, and LV 

fitted a quadratic function to the CPC concentration time series.  The quadratic function was 

differentiated and the value of dt at the maximum was obtained (dtmax). Based on calibrations 

performed previously, LV computed the lag time (LT2) between when a certain diameter of 



droplet was selected by DMA2 and when it arrived at the CPC. This lag time has been found to 

be a function of Qs2 and Qp2.  LV found the value of the high voltage on the central rod of DMA2 

at that time. It then computed the wet diameter (Xw) of the solution droplet (using the operating 

equation of the DMA2), and finally computed the hygroscopic peroperties. LV was developed 

such that the hygroscopic properties could be determined on more than one Xd. LV changes the 

particle diameter produced by DMA1 before the end of the voltage sweep on DMA2. The new 

particle diameter selected did not arrive at DMA2 while the current HV2 voltage sweep was 

running, but did arrive immediately after that sweep had been completed. DMA2 then 

immediately started the sweep on this new wet diameter. Thus the time taken to flush the tubing 

and the HUM is minimized.  This reduced the time for performing HV2 sweeps on 12 different 

dry diameters to ~ 9 minutes.   

   Periodically, experiments were performed where a challenge aerosol of a pure inorganic salt 

(Sodium Chloride, NaCl, Ammonium Sulfate, (NH4)2SO4, Potassium Iodide, KI or Potassim 

Chloride, KCl) was used to validate/update the calibration of DPH (as described in Suda et al., 

2013).  During an automated stepwise increase of HV2, the diameters Xd and Xw were precisely 

determined. The calculated saturation ratios (SR-calc) were obtained from knowledge of the dry 

diameter Xd, the wet diameter Xw and the fact that the particles were a pure chemical of known 

properties. The SR-calc values were computed and compared to the value reported by the dew 

point hygrometer (SR-DPH).  A calibration for the DPH was thus obtained. Typically, a value of 

0.85 to 0.99 is obtained for SR-calc.   

   In the MST H-TDMA system, the SR is measured in the growth region by performing 

experiments (as recommended by Johnson et al., 2008).  The SR is a function of not only the 

water vapor-air mixing ratio, but also a function of gas temperature.  Even though the mixing 

ratio will not change as Qs2 travels from the region of the DPH to the middle of DMA2, the 

temperature may, resulting in a potential change in SR. Thus, it is better to self-calibrate the H-

TDMA system using this method.  Furthermore, it is generally known that reliable measurements 

of SR from commercial instruments become very hard to obtain the closer one gets to SR=1.   

   All H-TDMA systems described in the literature are designed to provide precise values for the 

hygroscopic growth factor.  Furthermore, almost all of these systems have the ability to vary the 

SR, thus requiring separate thermostating for the HUM and for DMA2  (Suda et al., 2013; 

Woods et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2012; Fors et al., 2010;  Park et al., 2009a; Massling et al., 2011;  

Hu et al., 2010;  Biskos et al., 2006;  Lopez-Yglesias et al., 2014).  Others (Johnson et al., 2008; 

Cubison et al., 2005) utilize controlled mixing of humid and dry air to achieve the desired 

humidity.  Some systems include water baths (Hennig et al., 2005; Weingartner et al., 2002); 

temperature controlled cabinets (Cocker et al., 2001) and passive, insulated regions (Virkkula et 

al.,1999;  Johnson et al., 2008).   

   Although these designs offer very good precision and the ability to vary the SR, they may not 

be well suited for field measurements, since most of them involve two separate volumes that 

must have their temperatures maintained very precisely.  It is the temperature difference between 

these two volumes that is the critically important parameter.  The MST H-TDMA system was 

designed to be less susceptible to ambient temperature fluctuations.  This was achieved by 

encasing both the HUM and DMA2 in the same thermostated container (volume ~ 14 L).  Other 

systems have also immersed DMA2 and the HUM in a water bath (Cubison et al., 2005; Hennig 

et al., 2005; Weingartner et al., 2002) to minimise the temperature gradients.  In the MST H-

TDMA system, temperature drifts are not critical, since the temperature difference between the 



HUM and the DMA2 (and the exposure time of the Qp2 and Qs2 in HUM) is what determines the 

SR, and that remains constant (zero temperature difference).  
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Fig. 1.  Schematic of the MST H-TDMA system  
    

Suda et al., 2013 discussed the problem of DMA offset, whereby the diameter as measured by 

DMA1 may be slightly different from the diameter as measured by DMA2, even if they both 

sample the same aerosol simultaneously.  This situation was avoided in the MST H-TDMA 

system by performing a self-calibration.  To accomplish this, an inorganic challenge aerosol (e.g. 

(NH4)2SO4)) was delivered to DMA1 and LV directed DMA1 to deliver sample particles with a 

given diameter Xd .  The HUM was bypassed and LV initiated a voltage sweep on DMA2, which 

yielded a diameter Xwswp.  This was repeated for a series of Xd values ranging from 10 to 160 

nm, establishing a calibration curve between Xd and Xwswp with Xd taken as the true diameter.  

Within LV, this calibration was utilized to synchronize the two DMAs. Since DMA1 was static 

during a voltage sweep and its Xd involves no error from uncertainties in the lag time (LT2), 

DMA1 was chosen as the reference. 

  

 



3.0 Hygroscopic Properties 

3.1 Determining the saturation ratio (SR) 

   The saturation ratio (SR) can be calculated from Köhler theory (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978). 

For hybrid particles that are composed of a spherical, insoluble core of diameter Xu surrounded 

by a spherical shell of soluble material, SR can be calculated from: 
 

 ln(𝑆𝑅) =
2𝐴

𝑋𝑤
−

8𝐵

(𝑋𝑤
3 −𝑋𝑢

3)
         

 (1) 

 

where Xw is the diameter of the solution droplet.  By expanding ln (SR) in a Taylor series and 

keeping only the first term in the expansion, an error of less than 4.5% is introduced.  Thus Eq. 

(1) can be approximated as 
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where Mw is the molecular weight of water, σw/a is the surface tension of the solution/air interface 

(7.2·10-2 N m-1), R is the universal gas constant [8.31 (N m K-1 mol-1)], T is the absolute 

temperature, ρw is the density of water, 𝜈 is the number of ions into which the solute material 

disassociates, ms is the mass of the dry (salt or solute) particle, Φs is the osmotic coefficient of 

the solution droplet, and Ms is the molecular weight of the solute.   

 

For particles composed of a single, pure chemical species with no insoluble core (Xu=0) 
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and A and B remain as defined above.  The mass of the dry (salt or solute) particle is given by: 
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π

6
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   The osmotic coefficients for selected solute materials as a function of the molality has been 

reported in the literature (Hamer et al., 1972; Robinson et al., 2002; Staples, 1981).  Φs can be 



related to the square root of the molality (ψ) by a 6th order polynomial function.  Hence Φs is dry 

and wet diameter dependent, and this must be taken into account.  The molality (ψ) (number of 

moles of the solute / mass of solvent in kg) is given by: 
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  (7) 

 

where n is the number of moles of the solute. Examples of how Φs is determined are provided in 

the supplemental information  

Thus a pure chemical of known properties can be used to self-calibrate the H-TDMA and verify 

SR.     

 

3.2 Determining the water activity factor, aw 

The Köhler theory (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978) describes how the saturation ratio (SR) over an 

aqueous solution droplet is related to other parameters characterizing the water droplet.    
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where aw is the activity of water in solution, and Xw is the diameter of the droplet determined by 

the voltage sweep of DMA2/CPC.  Thus aw can be calculated from Eq. (8).   

 

3.3 Determining the Growth Factor 

The growth factor (GF) is the most commonly used parameter to describe the hygroscopic 

properties of particles.  It is defined as: 

𝐺𝐹 =  
𝑋𝑤

𝑋𝑑
              (9) 

where Xw is the wet particle diameter and Xd is the dry particle diameter. GF is a function of SR 

and provides a measure of the relative change in size of the particle as a result of water 

absorption.  

 

3.4 Determining the hygroscopicity parameter  (κ) 
   Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) proposed that a single parameter representation for 

hygroscopicity was better to model complex, multicomponent particles types such as 

atmospheric particles containing insoluble components. The hygroscopicity parameter (κ) is 

defined through its effect on the water activity of the solution by: 
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where Vsolute is the volume of the dry particulate matter and Vwater is the volume of the water.  It 

should be noted that Vsolute also includes the volume of the insoluble core, if there is one.  For 

clarity, we note that 
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The κ, calculated from Eq (10), is an excellent choice when studying ambient aerosols that 

derive from the agglomeration of particles from multiple sources. It should be noted that κ can 

also be calculated from the GF and aw without determining the wet and dry volumes (Holmgren 

et al., 2014).   

 

 κ = (𝐺𝐹3 − 1) × (1 − 𝑎𝑤)/𝑎𝑤           
 (13) 

Thus, for an aerosol of unknown composition, Eq. (8) is used to compute aw, Eq. (9) for GF, and 

then Eq. (13) to compute κ.  It should also be noted that for an aerosol of unknown composition, 

only equations 8-13 are used, and none of these require any prior knowledge of the physical or 

chemical properties of the aerosol.   

 

4 MST H-TDMA performance evaluation 
 

4.1 Performance evaluation using pure inorganic salts 

 

The performance of the MST H-TDMA system was evaluated by measuring GF of pure 

inorganic salts and comparing them to theory. The values of GF vs. Xd were measured and 

plotted for NaCl, (NH4)2SO4, KI and KCl in Fig. 2.  To obtain the theoretical GF, the SR-calc 

(Eqs. 3-6) for the largest two or three dry particle diameters was computed and an average was 

obtained. This SR-calc value was then used to compute the theoretical GF for the smaller particle 

diameters.  There is excellent agreement between the measured growth factor and the value 

predicted from theory.  It should also be noted that the osmotic coefficient Φs is quite different 

from unity in several of the cases.   

    The dry diameter estimate (Xd) requires a knowledge of the average particle diameter actually 

exiting DMA1.  A weighted average (neglecting doubly charged particles) is given by:  

 

 Xd = Xavg = ∑ ( SNNk ∗ Xk ∗ Fk ∗ TFk ∗ dlogXk ) / ( SNNk ∗ Fk ∗ TFk ∗ dlogXk )
N

k=1
    

  (14) 

 

where SNNk is the differential size distribution entering the H-TDMA system (measured here by 

a Cambustion DMS500), Xk is the particle diameter, Fk is the fraction of particles of diameter Xk 

that carry one elementary charge (Hagen et al., 1983), TFk is the transfer function of  DMA1, and 

dlogXk is the differential in logX between adjacent data points in SNNk.  



   The use of Eq. (14) rather than the DMA1 set point value for the average particle diameter 

provided a more accurate Xd value for these pure chemicals. The DMS500 reported the peak in 

SNNk was at approximately 27 nm for the nebulizer and the solutions of pure solute chemicals 

used. Since SNNk and Fk were both monotonically increasing over the range where TFk was non-

zero, the Xavg was greater than what DMA1 was tuned to.  For example, when DMA1 was set to 

extract particles with Xd = 12.76 nm, the value of Xavg from Eq. (14) was found to be 13.49 nm 

which resulted in a change to the GF from 2.33 to 2.22 (a 5% correction). This correction was 

taken into account for particle diameters less than 20 nm. For particles diameters larger than 

20nm, the correction is insignificant. This correction can be utilized for any diameter Xd as long 

as the SNNk  ,  the Fk, and the TFk  are known.    

   Most H-TDMA systems for which data is reported in the literature are designed to scan the SR 

(called humidigrams) and report (1) the GF for a wide SR range (0.20 < SR < 1), and (2) the 

deliquescence relative humidity, i.e., the SR at which the dry particles very abruptly begin to 

take on liquid water and grow to a much larger solution droplets.  The MST H-TDMA system 

was not designed to perform humidigrams. By inspection of humidigrams in the literature and 

with knowledge of the SR that was recorded in the MST H-TDMA, the GF from these other 

systems can be estimated.  Figs 2 (a)-(d) present the experimentally obtained GF as a function of 

Xd for various inorganic salts. The theoretical values along with those reported in the literature 

from other systems are in good agreement with the GF determined by the MST H-TDMA. . 
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Fig. 2.  Growth factor as a function of dry particle diameter (Xd) for NaCl (a), (NH4)2SO4 (b), KI (c), and KCl (d).   



 

 

Fig. (3) is a plot of  κ vs. Xd  for the same four chemicals.  Also plotted are the ranges of κ values 

for (NH4)2SO4 and NaCl as reported by Petters and Kreidenweis (2007), Clegg et al., (1998), and 

Koehler et al., (2006). There is good agreement between the κ values reported by the MST H-

TDMA system and those from literature. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.  Hygroscopicity parameter (κ) as a function of dry particle diameter (Xd) for NaCl (a), (NH4)2SO4 (b), KI (c), and 

KCl (d).   

 

4.2 Residence time  

Since the deliquescence technique is an equilibrium based methodology, the closeness to 

equilibrium must be validated, especially for the larger droplets (which grow more slowly). For 

such a test, the H-TDMA system was configured to select a dry diameter (Xd = 17 nm, 30 nm, or 

51 nm) of (NH4)2SO4 aerosol.  The wet diameter (Xw) was measured, allowing calculation of GF 

and SR-calc. This was repeated for a series of Qp2 values, which varied the residence time.  The 

results are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4.  Growth Factor (GF) (a), and Saturation Ratio (SR-calc) (b) as a function of polydisperse flowrate Qp2, with 

challenge (NH4)2SO4 aerosols of 17 nm, 30 nm, and 51 nm.   
 

 
   From Fig. 4. (a) and (b), a small dependence of GF and SR-calc on Qp2 is observed.  Utilizing a 

small Qp2 would be best to achieve the highest SR.  However, very small values of Qp2 result in 

very low concentration delivered to the CPC. In field measurements where the sample is diluted 

with ambient air, the concentration is already quite low leading to signal to noise issues.  

Alternatively, at large values of Qp2, the peak is too broad.  To avoid both of these extremes the 

H-TDMA system was operated at Qp2 = 3.0 L min-1.   

   The H-TDMA system, when deployed in the field, is primarily intended to study particles with 

small Xd values and small GFs. These particles will probably not grow large enough to 

experience insufficient growth time problems. However, it is good practice to periodically check 

the system and the sample aerosol by choosing a large Xd (30 nm or larger) to determine if 

changes to Qp2 result in a change to SR.  If this is the case, then it is better to maintain Qp2 at a 

lower value (2.0 L min-1).   

 

 

 
4.3 Stability over long operating times 

 

For field applications, the H-TDMA system is required to maintain stable operation for long 

periods of time. The HUM tubes are wetted at the beginning of the day and need to be 

periodically rewetted to maintain a stable SR. The time after which the HUM tubes need to be 



rewetted was experimentally determined. Fig. 5 displays the results of determining the SR-calc 

by using particles of pure (NH4)2SO4 (Xu=0 in Eq. (1)) and measuring the wet diameter Xw, 

given that the dry diameter set in DMA1 is held constant. Experiments were performed where 

the HUM tubes were wet thoroughly, and then automated scans were conducted for several hours 

with no further tube wetting.  After the experimental measurements were performed, the SR was 

calculated from Eq. (5).  Also shown is the measured SR of the Qsh2 as determined by DPH.  Fig. 

5 shows that the calculated and the measured SR remained constant for a period of over 225 

minutes without having to rewet the tubes.   

   When required, tube rewetting was accomplished using a LabVIEW program which acted 

through a relay board to energize a peristaltic pump and sequentially opened twelve pinch valves 

for a short period (set by the operator), allowing each tube to be rewet in sequence.  After 

rewetting, valves at the bottom of the 12 stainless steel tubes were manually opened to allow 

excess water to drain. During normal operations in the field, the HUM tubes were rewetted every 

150 minutes.  

 
Fig. 5.  SR as a function of elapsed time since last wetting for pure particles of (NH4)2SO4. The uncertainty in the SR 

(calculated) is approximately 0.008.   

4.4  Stability over varying ambient temperature conditions  

The H-TDMA must be able to operate under varying ambient temperature conditions in the 

field.  The stability of the H-TDMA system was assessed using pure (NH4)2SO4 as the challenge 

aerosol.  DMA1 was set to extract dry particles of 30 nm.  An automated voltage sweep with 

DMA2 was performed every 2 minutes, to determine Xw. The SR-calc was computed using Eq. 

(1), with Xu = 0.  At t=20 min (and 40 min), the ambient conditions surrounding the H-TDMA 

system were abruptly changed by blowing cold air over the bottom of the HUM tubes (or not 

blowing cold air over the bottom of the HUM), which is not as well thermally insulated as the 

rest of the H-TDMA system (Fig. 1).  This experiment was repeated four times on four different 

days.  The SR-calc remained constant over the duration of any one run as shown in Fig. 6. The 
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average standard deviation in SR-calc divided by the average SR-calc for that trial over all four 

trials (120 measurements) was 0.0019, indicating that this system was insensitive to ambient 

temperature fluctuations.  

 

     

 
Fig. 6.  Saturation Ratio (SR-calc) and Room Temperature as a function of elapsed time. 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Field deployment during the AAFEX II campaign 

 

The MST H-TDMA system was deployed as part of the Alternative Aviation Fuels EXperiment 

(AAFEX II) campaign conducted during 20 March - 2 April 2011 at the NASA Dryden Aircraft 

Operations Facility (DAOF), Palmdale, CA, USA. The NASA DC-8 aircraft equipped with 

CFM56-2C1 engines was utilized as the emissions source. The aircraft was parked in an open air 

run-up facility with no other aircraft or emission sources in the vicinity of the test site. Detailed 

descriptions of the test site and experimental set up have been previously reported (Timko et al., 

2013; Moore et al., 2015). The main objective of the campaign was to investigate the gaseous 

and PM emissions characteristics of the CFM56-2C1 engine burning conventional and 

alternative fuels as a function of engine thrust conditions at several sampling locations in the 

exhaust plume. PM emissions data were acquired for a typical cycle which consisted of the 

following engine thrust conditions:  4%, 7%, 30%, 65%, 85% and 100% rated thrust. Two test 

cycles were run for each fuel – one stepping up from 4% to 100% rated thrust, and the other 

stepping down from 100% to 4% rated thrust. Five fuels were used during the campaign: (1) JP-8 
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(the military equivalent of conventional Jet A/JetA-1), (2) tallow-based hydro-processed esters 

and fatty acids (HEFA), (3) coal-derived Sasol Fischer-Tropsch (FT), (4) a blend of HEFA and 

JP-8, and (5) FT doped with Tetrahydrothiophene (THT) to boost the sulfur content of the fuel.  

A summary of selected fuel properties is provided in Table 1. Chemical and physical analysis of 

the HEFA and FT fuels has been reported elsewhere (Corporan et al., 2011).  

Table 1. Selected fuel properties 

Property Method JP-8 HEFA FT HEFA-

JP-8 

Blend 

FT+TH

T 

Density @ 15°C (kg-1) ASTM 

D4052 

0.811 0.758 0.761 0.783 0.761 

Viscosity @ -20°C (mm²s-

1) 

ASTM 

D445 

4.1 4.9 3.7 4.3 3.2 

Distillation temperature 

(°C) 

ASTM D86      

    10% recovered  168 175 164 166 164 

    End point  268 254 226 263 224 

Flash Point (°C) ASTM D93 46 52 43 46 43 

Net Heat of Combustion  

(MJkg-1) 

ASTM 

D4809 

42.8 43.6 43.8 43.3 43.8 

Aromatics (% vol) ASTM 

D1319 

21.8 0.4 1.4 10.2 2.1 

Naphthalenes (% vol ) ASTM 

D1840 

1.3 0 0 0.65 0 

Sulphur  (ppm) ASTM 

D2622 

188 6 4 276 1083 

Hydrogen Content (% 

mass) 

ASTM 

D3343 

13.5 15.3 15 14.4 15 

Carbon content (% mass) calculated 86.5 84.7 85 85.6 85 

H/C ratio calculated 1.86 2.15 2.10 2.00 2.10 

 

 

The emissions from the CFM56-2C1 engine were measured at several distances (1m, 30m, and 

143m) from the engine exit plane to study the PM characteristics as the exhaust plume cooled 

and mixed with ambient air. Only data acquired at the 143 m location are presented and 

discussed here to investigate the hygroscopic properties of the evolving plume.   

A 2 inch ID aluminum tube (~ 1.3 m above the concrete apron) positioned downwind from #3 

engine on the starboard side of the aircraft was used to extract exhaust plume samples at the 

143m location. The exhaust was transported to a small trailer approximately 18 m away which 

housed the MST H-TDMA system to measure hygroscopic properties.  The exhaust gas flow rate 

through the 2 inch ID x 18 m L tubing was well over 100 L min-1. Also housed in the trailer was 

a Cambustion DMS500 (Reavell et al., 2002; Hagen et al., 2009) which measured the real-time 

particle size distributions, and a LI-COR 840A NDIR detector that measured exhaust CO2 



concentration. Ambient meteorological conditions such as temperature, pressure, and relative 

humidity were also monitored and recorded throughout the campaign. The exhaust samples at 

4% and 7% engine thrust conditions were impacted by the ambient conditions, specifically, wind 

speed and wind direction. However, the CO2 measurements during the 7% trust periods were 

approximately twice the background level, indicating that the exhaust plume was being sampled. 

The DMS500 measured total PM size distributions. The nvPM size distributions were obtained 

by passing the sample through a thermal denuder. The thermal denuder consisted of a coil of 

stainless steel tubing (0.457cm ID) housed in a temperature controlled aluminium box heated to 

300°C, followed by a cooling section. It is similar in design to that used by Saleh et al. (2011), 

and has been used in a previous study (Rye et al., 2012). Laboratory evaluations have 

demonstrated that H2SO4 droplets of diameter 10 – 100 nm are almost completely evaporated in 

the thermal denuder.  

The total and nvPM number-based size distributions were converted to number-based emission 

index (EIn) distributions to account for varying amounts of dilution for each plume, and are 

presented for selected fuels at the 100% thrust condition shown in Fig. 7. The total PM size 

distributions are bi-modal with a strong nucleation mode (<20 nm) and an accumulation mode. 

These observations are consistent with those reported for PM emissions measured downwind of 

several different aircraft engine types (Lobo et al., 2007; Lobo et al., 2012; Lobo et al., 2015a). 

The enhancement of the nucleation mode in measurements made downwind of the engine exit 

plane is due to gas-to-particle conversion in the exhaust plume driven by fuel composition, 

ambient conditions, and degree of mixing. Timko et al., 2013, found that the driving force for 

gas to particle conversion in the expanding exhaust plume was the ratio of particle precursors 

(both organic and sulfate) to soot. 

   The sulfur in the fuel is oxidized to SO2, which then undergoes oxidation to SO3 and 

subsequently to sulphuric acid (H2SO4) in the exhaust plume (Miake-Lye et al., 1998; Schumann 

et al., 2002). The H2SO4 either homogenously nucleates to form pure H2SO4 droplets, or 

condenses onto existing soot particles to form hybrid particles that have significant water soluble 

components (Gysel, et al., 2003; Wyslouzil et al., 1994).    
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Fig. 7. Total (T) and non-volatile (NV) PM number-based emission index (EIn) size distributions for the various fuels at the 

100% engine thrust condition. 

 

The data acquired with the MST H-TDMA system was used to calculate GF and κ of these 

particles as a function of fuel type, engine thrust condition, and dry particle diameter.  The H-

TDMA was operated with a SR of 0.91. Fig. 8 shows GF and κ as a function of Xd for particles 

generated at different engine thrust conditions and different fuels.  The uncertainty in GF was 9% 

for particles with diameter ~10 nm, and 3% for the larger diameters (26 nm).  The uncertainty in 

κ was 7% and 2% for particles with diameter ~ 10 nm and ~26 nm, respectively. 

Gysel et al. 2007, state that H2SO4 is expected to retain water at 5-10% RH, corresponding to a 

growth factor of ~ 1.15, and took this into account when calculating the mixed particle growth 

factor in their data. This procedure was similarly followed for the current dataset.  Thus the 

measured Xd’s were scaled by a factor of 0.869.   

   For a given engine thrust condition, both GF and κ increased with increasing fuel sulfur 

content.  GF and κ were also observed to be dependent on particle diameter, withthe highest GF 

and κ for particles ~10 nm, and decreasing for large particle diameters. This increase in GF and κ 

corresponds to the nucleation mode in the size distributions (Fig 7), which was composed of 

particles or droplets formed by the homogeneous nucleation of low equilibrium vapor pressure 

species, such as H2SO4 and other water soluble organic compounds. The GF and κ were also 

found to increase with increasing engine thrust condition for a given Xd, with the largest values 

observed at the 100% engine thrust condition.  

Gysel et al. 2003, reported GF of particles from a jet engine combustor burning three different 

fuels with 50 ppm, 410 ppm, and 1270 ppm of sulfur at two inlet temperature operating 



conditions: 566 K and 766K. These data are in good agreement with the current study for very 

low sulfur (HEFA and FT) fuels, conventional JP-8, and the sulfur enhanced FT (FT+THT), 

respectively. 
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Fig. 8.  GF and κ as a function of Xd for particles generated at different engine thrust conditions and different fuels.   
 

      
 6 Conclusions 

 

A robust, mobile H-TDMA system has been developed for field measurements that involve (1) 

sources that are very expensive to operate, (2) exhaust plumes influenced by wind speed and 
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direction, and (3) varying meteorological conditions. The GF exhibited by particles of four 

inorganic salts was studied and found to be in good agreement with theory and with other 

experimental data reported in the literature. The fixed SR provided by the H-TDMA system 

during laboratory evaluation (typically ~ 0.98) was found to be quite constant over long periods 

of time, even when the ambient temperature varied considerably, making the MST H-TDMA 

system suitable for field experiments. The H-TDMA was demonstrated to perform a scan to 

determine GF and κ for one dry diameter in approximately 45 s. It performed scans over as many 

as 12 dry diameters sequentially in ~ 9 min. The H-TDMA system provided parameterization for 

hygroscopic properties for aircraft engine exhaust plumes in terms of GF and κ during the 

AAFEX II field campaign. It was observed that GF and κ: (1) increased with fuel sulfur content, 

(2) increased with increasing engine thrust condition, and (3) decreased with increasing dry 

particle diameter.   
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List of Abbreviations  

AAFEX  Alternative Aviation Fuels EXperiment 

ASTM  American Society for Testing and Materials 

BC  Bipolar Charger 

CPC  Condensation Particle Counter 

DPH  Dew Point Hygrometer 

DMA  Differential Mobility Analyzer 

DRH deliquescence relative humidity – the humidity at which the dry particles abruptly 

take on water and become solution drops 

FT Fischer-Tropsch  

GF growth factor, Xw/Xd   

H-TDMA Hygroscopicity Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer 

HEFA  hydro-processed esters and fatty acids 

HUM  humidifier 

HV1, HV2 high voltage in DMA1 or DMA2 

IB  Ice Bath  

LV  LabVIEW program  

MST  Missouri University of Science and Technology 

nvPM  non-volatile particulate matter 

PM  particulate matter 



R Ideal Gas Law constant 

SR  Saturation Ratio 

SR-calc value of SR calculated from measured values of Xd, Xw, when using a pure salt  

SR-DPH value of SR measured by the Dew Point Hygrometer 

THT tetrahydrothiophene 

 

List of Symbols 

Symbol  Units  Quantity 

dt  s  elapsed time since a trial run began 

dtmax s  value of dt when CPC reading is at its maximum 

Fk   fraction of particles of diameter Xk that carry one elementary 

charge 

LT2  s  lag time between when a voltage is imposed on DMA2 and when 

the particles 

   selected by that voltage reach the CPC 

Ms g mole-1  molecular weight of solute 

Mw g mole-1  molecular weight of water 

ms g  mass of water soluble portion of the dry particle 

P1, P2  psia  pressure in Qs1, Qs2 flow in either DMA1 or DMA2 

Qp1, Qp2  L min-1  polydisperse aerosol gas flow rate, either for DMA1 or 

DMA2 

Qs1, Qs2  L min-1  sheath gas flow rate, either for DMA1 or DMA2 

Qm1, Qm2 L min-1  monodisperse aerosol gas flow rate, either for DMA1 or DMA2 

Qd  L min-1  flow rate of dump gas in parallel with the CPC 

SNNk   differential size distribution entering the H-TDMA system 

T K  absolute temperature 

TFk   value of transfer function of DMA1 for k-th point in the series to 

determine Xavg 

Xavg nm  average particle diameter exiting the dry DMA, DMA1 

Xd  nm  set point diameter of DMA1 

Xu nm  diameter of insoluble core in hybrid particle 

Xw  nm  diameter of wet particle or solution droplet formed from dry 

particle after passing  

    through the HUM 

Xwswp  nm  diameter of particles (solution drops) exiting DMA2 as measured 

by LV doing  

an automated sweep 

Xk nm  the k-th particle diameter in the series to determine the Xavg 

Ψ moles kg-1 molality of the solution droplet 

ν   number of ions into which the soluble salt disassociates 

Φs   Osmotic coefficient of the solution droplet 

ρs g cm-3  density of soluble material in hybrid particle  

ρw g cm-3  density of water 

σw/a N m-1  surface tension of water against air 
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